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WHO WE ARE
Kibo is a company committed with childhood.
Today's children will need to be adults able to create and
re-invent their own jobs. Their creative skills become even
more relevant in their future, hence their need to keep them.
Our mission is to design enjoyable inventions games where
children live adventures creating new worlds through their
inventions and transforming reality.
We believe that the best superheroine is the one invented by
them, the best robot is the one designed by then, the most
fun musical instrument is the one created by them, and the
best video game is the one thought out by them.
At Kibo we also strive for searching the family fun with creative party games where everyone can have a laugh with
everyone's ideas.

Kibo games are more than games.
All of Kibo games are already in English
and Spanish. New languages to come!

CONTACT: info@kibofactory.com
KIBO FACTORY, S.L.
Based in Madrid - SPAIN

Creativity

Theme Collection
Creative games where children help a character with their
invention on a specific mission, producing 40 inventions of
different levels of difficulty.
Once the mission is achieved, they get their inventor’s
title.
How do they get to make their inventions?
Well, they can create them in the way they like, whatever
it’s most fun. They can draw and paint, produce them with
construction games, even with modeling clay. Also with
SuperPowers they will have the ability to recycle many
objects to develop their inventions.

They are cooperative games like construction games:
everyone wins.
Cooperative games - If there are several children, let each
one of them become an inventor and make her/his own
inventions or let all together build an invention.

superpowers
Created by: Beatriz Sigüenza.
The Earth needs urgent help, for this
purpose Lua is created as a superheroine
with a mission: to make the planet greener.
Lua will achieve his goal with your help.
With your inventions she will achieve her
goal of making a better, greener and
funnier planet.
You'll have to help her with inventions like
these:
đƫ!/%#*ƫƫ)$%*!ƫ0$0ƫ0.*/"+.)/ƫ,(/0%ƫ
bottle caps into pots.
đƫ.!0!ƫ*ƫ!+(+#%(ƫ0++0$.1/$ƫ3%0$+10ƫ
a stick so as not to generate more waste.
đƫ *2!*0ƫƫ/(! #!ƫ) !ƫ3%0$ƫ.!5(%*#ƫ
material.

21x14x3,5 cm
EAN: 8425402204597
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robot

Created by: Beatriz Sigüenza.

The life of a robot seems easy, he is
programmed and it all works automatically.
But it is not.
Minu is a robot in trouble. He needs your
help because he faces many obstacles
because of the shape of his robot body,
which prevents him from living a normal
life.
You'll have to help him with inventions like
these:
đƫ ,0ƫ0$!ƫ$+,/0%'/ƫ/+ƫ$!ƫ*ƫ!0ƫ/1/$%ċ
đƫ!ƫ(+2!/ƫ +1#$*10/ƫ* ƫ3*0/ƫ0+ƫ !/%#*ƫ
an automatic machine to make them.
đƫ+1ƫ3*0ƫ0+ƫ.!0!ƫƫ%5(!ƫ0$0ƫ/1%0/ƫ$%/ƫ
body, and he needs your help.

21x14x3,5cm
EAN: 8425402204580
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space

Created by: Beatriz Sigüenza.

Would you like to get on a special ship
and visit distant planets? What would you
do when you met Martians?
What if a Martian girl comes to earth,
what will her life be like?
Greg is an astronaut who goes to space
and needs your help on his space adventure. Nia is a Martian girl who needs help
when she comes to Earth.
You will have to help them to:
đƫ.!0!ƫƫ/3%))%*#ġ,++(ƫ0$0ƫ3+.'/ƫ
without gravity on a distant planet.
đƫ%* ƫƫ35ƫ"+.ƫ.!#ƫ0$!ƫ/0.+*10ƫ0+ƫ
scratch his back when wearing his astronaut suit.
đƫ.!0!ƫƫ,%.ƫ+"ƫ/1*#(//!/ƫ"+.ƫ%ƫ/%*!ƫ
she’s got 3 eyes.

21x14x3,5cm
EAN: 8425402204603
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Created by: Beatriz Sigüenza.
InventaKIT is a game where you can transform the world with your inventions.
You will enjoy creating new things: robots,
superheroes, sports, musical instruments
and many more inventions ... up to 150
different ones.
InventaKIT is the vitamin that stimulates
children's creativity while having fun:
đƫ *2!*0%*#ƫ*!3ƫ.++0/ċ
đƫ!/%#*%*#ƫ*!3ƫ/,+.0/ċ
đƫ.!0%*#ƫ*!3ƫ/1,!.$!.+!/ċ
đƫ *2!*0%*#ƫ"+)%*#ƫ+.ƫ.+-1!00!ƫ)'%*#ƫ
machines.

21x14x3,5cm
EAN: 8414606743919
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Created by:
Eugeni Castaño.

If you have your head
in the clouds, you can’t win!
How many times have you played
gazing the sky and thinking about what
shape that cloud is?
You have one minute to guess and
build more cloud shapes than the
others. The more points you get, the
more chance of winning.
Nubes is an easy game to play, great
for working agility, speed and above all
creativity.
Have a blast with your family and your
attempts to explain all sorts of objects
with clouds.

21x14x3,5cm
EAN: 8425402204610

Explore the limits of your imagination

Created by: Beatriz Sigüenza
What can you do with a clothes hanger on
a desert island?
Get your MacGyver skills out of your
system and surprise yourself with the
craziest ideas that you are capable of
/-1!!6%*#ċ
The more creative, original and fun, the
more points you earn!
A party game, simple and fun, where each
game is a session of assured laughter.
In each round, the players turn into
explorers who have to convert a daily
object into 5 different uses for a specific
scene in a minute.

21x14x3,5cm
EAN: 8414606743933
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